GNY EDUCATION SCHEDULE
JULY / AUGUST 2022
ALBANY

BUFFALO

POUGHKEEPSIE

ROCHESTER

JULY 11

JULY 11

JULY 11

JULY 11

KMS: Bob Cuts
Nicole MacDonald
9:30A - 12:30P / $125

JULY 11

Goldwell: Colorance Color 100
Jen Foster
9:30A - 12:30P / $25

AUGUST 1

JULY 18

AUGUST 15

Goldwell: Colorance Color 100
Emily Mion
9:30A - 12:30P / $25
Goldwell: Topchic Color 101
Emily Mion
1:30P - 4:30P / $25

JULY 18

amika: Braided Upstyles
Jamie Brice
9:30A - 12:30P / $50

AUGUST 8

Surface: ReNew Cutting
Natalie Wickman
9:30A - 12:30P / $125

AUGUST 22

Goldwell: Colorance Color 100
Mary Alexander
9:30A - 12:30P / $25
Goldwell: Topchic Color 101
Mary Alexander
1:30P - 4:30P / $25

JULY 25

Surface: ReNew Cutting
Brandon Gross
9:30A - 12:30P / $125

amika: Braided Upstyles
Jamie Brice
9:30A - 12:30P / $50

SYRACUSE
Goldwell: Colorance Color 100
Bree Kasarda
9:30A - 12:30P / $25

Goldwell: Colorance Color 100
Kristin Tomasso
9:30A - 12:30P / $25
Goldwell: Topchic Color 101
Kristin Tomasso
1:30P - 4:30P / $25

AUGUST 1

KMS: Bob Cuts
Nicole MacDonald
9:30A - 12:30P / $125

JULY 25

Surface: Renew Cutting
Jen Bonacci
9:30A - 12:30P / $125

AUGUST 22

amika: Un.Done
Brittany Lochren
9:30A - 12:30P / $50

amika: Braided Upstyles
Brittany Lochren
9:30A - 12:30P / $50

Location:
Salon Aurora
304 1st St
Liverpool,NY

AUGUST 1&2

KMS: Blow Out
Clair Cioch
9:30A - 12:30P / $50

Goldwell: Color Intense (2 Day)
Amy McClellan &
Mary Alexander
9:30A - 4:30P / $250

CLICK HERE FOR
VIRTUAL CLASSES
& REGISTRATION:

CLASS DESCRIPTION
GOLDWELL: COLORANCE - COLOR 100

From color balancing to grey coverage,
lowlighting to toning with the NEW Gloss Tones.
This program will help build your color business
and provide you with knowledge to utilize all
Colorance options.

GOLDWELL TOPCHIC - COLOR 101

From grey coverage to changes in level, tone and
lightening – create amazing results. Use the
Blueprint for Formulation to produce perfect end
results Learn how to incorporate Topchic E ects
and Elumenated Shades into your formulas.

COLOR INTENSE

For the stylist who has completed the GNY
Foundations Color series. This program will help
take you to the next level, coach you to work
more e ciently with all of our products getting the
most out of your products and time.

GOLDWELLNY.COM/EDUCATION

KMS: BOB CUTS

Welcome Back Bob! Hot new trending cuts. Learn
2 of the most trending versions of the “Bob” cut
including the “Boy Bob” the fashion industries
top haircut for 2023.

KMS: BLOWOUT

A great haircut is supported by an amazing
blowout. In this class you will learn the product
insight, consultation skills and valuable blow-dry
and ﬁnishing techniques.

amika: BRAIDED UPSTYLES

Transform advanced braiding techniques into a
trendsetting bridal upstyle in this 3 hour NEW
hands-on program. Learn not only the braiding
techniques, but how to securely and artfully
fold into trendsetting updo’s for events,
wedding or IG contact.

SURFACE: RENEW CUTTING

Razored layers. Flowing lines. Master the Shag at
any length. Learn 2 Razor haircuts, Core cutting
theory & descending layers. Plus learn the Renew
signature Brush technique & product options for
styling.

amika: UN. DONE.

A variety of texture building techniques are used
to create the natural shapes and lasting organic
volume for those perfectly imperfect sexy hair
pics ﬂooding your timelines. This course focuses
on building texture with setting techniques for
looks ranging from the loosest waves to the tiniest
coils. We’ll cover the steps used in our advanced
iron work methods and proper product
placement techniques for all hair types.

GOLDWELLNY.COM/EDUCATION

Goldwell Colorance - Color 100:
Colorance is the ammonia-free option for all your color needs! From color balancing to grey coverage,
lowlighting to toning with the NEW Gloss Tones. This program will help build your color business and
provide you with knowledge to utilize all Colorance options.
Goldwell Topchic - Color 101:
Explore all the options of Topchic! From grey coverage to changes in level, tone and lightening – create
amazing results. Use the Blueprint for Formulation to produce perfect end results Learn how to
incorporate Topchic E ects and Elumenated Shades into your formulas.
Color Intense:
For the person who has completed the GNY Foundations Color series. This program will help take you to
the next level, coach you to work more e ciently with all of our products getting the most out of your
products and time. Choose the correct products with purpose to ﬁne tune your formulation needs of
Blondes, Brunettes and Redheads taking your result to the next level. This 2day program will incorporate
a hands-on workshop.
Tools: Apron, towels, clips, spray bottle combs, blow dryer, ﬂat/curling iron, round &amp; paddle brush
Includes mannequin
KMS Bob Cuts:
Welcome Back Bob! Hot new trending cuts. Learn 2 of the most trending versions of the “Bob” cut
including the “Boy Bob” The fashion industries top haircut for 2023.
Tools: Scissors, razor, extra blades, cutting comb, spray bottle, sectioning clips, med round brush, paddle
brush, blow dryer &amp; ﬂat iron. Includes mannequin
KMS- Blowout:
A great haircut is supported by an amazing blowout. In this class you will learn the product insight,
consultation skills and valuable blow-dry and ﬁnishing techniques.
Tools: Clips, comb, 2 di erent size round brushes, paddle brush, spray bottle, towel &amp; blow dryer
A mannequin will be provided to use during the class.
amika – Braided Upstyles
Transform advanced braiding techniques into trendsetting bridal upstyle in this 3 hour NEW hands-on
program. Learn not only the braiding techniques, but how to securely and artfully fold the into
trendsetting updo’s for events, wedding or instagrammable contact.
Tools: Heat resistant tail comb, Detangling brush, grooming brush, Sectioning clips, small &amp; large hair
pins, small &amp; large bobby pins, pin curl clips, &amp; thin hair ties. Includes mannequin to use during class
Surface ReNew Cutting:
Razored layers. Flowing lines. Master the Shag at any length. Learn 2 Razor haircuts, Core cutting theory
&amp; Descending layers. Plus learn the Renew signature Brush technique &amp; product options for styling.
Tools to bring: Towel, Water bottle, Clips, Cutting combs, Razor, Shears, Blow dryer, &amp; Round brush.
Includes mannequin head

